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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A. Approval Date
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D. Course Title
E. Course Outline Preparer(s)

F. Department Chair
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DaVid Dore > ~

G. Dean Stephen Gliek

II. COURSE SPECIFICS
A. Hours
B. Units
C. Prerequisitcs

Corequisites
Advisories

D. Course Juslification

E. Field Trips
F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

Lecture: 3 weekly (52.5 lotal)
3
None
None
ENGL 93 or ESL 160
The markeling curriculum has been upd:lIed
and converted to a major. Because
Professional Selling is a critical component
ofa Marketing Strategy,the course is being
updatcd to include more business education
and critical thinking.
No
Leller, PassINo pass
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
The fundamentals of sci ling in a professional environment. Swdellls learn to identify target
mllrkets, prospect for clients, writc a sales plan, dcvclop;l sales strategy, identify and rcsolvc
conflicts of intcrest, make an oral prcsentation, respond effectively to objections, ask for a
commitmcnt, ami manage a salcs force.

IV. MAJOR LEARNfNG OUTCOMES
Upon complction of this course a student will be able to:

A. Asscss a busincss environment in the context of selling.
B. Describe customer lifetime value and its importance to salespeoplc.
C. Analyze a market in order to identify the idealturget customer segment.
D. IdentifY the clements of buyer motivation and propose a strategy to address these mOlivcs

during a sales situation.
E. Prepare a lead gencration program designed to efficiently and effectively rC~lch target

customers.
F. Compose a series of ways to get Ihe target customer's attemion.
G. Prepare a series of questions designed to uncover a prospccl'S needs and wants.
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H. Interpret and respond to non-verbal signals in interpersonal communications.
I. Propose a sales solution on specific prospect's needs and wants.
1. Distinguish among various types of objections and choose appropriate responses.

K. Choose among various closing techniques and their application in a selling situation.
L. Differentiate the various roles of the buying center and how salespeople manage these

roles in business buying situations.
M. Predict how ethical problems may occur because of conflicts of interest between those

involved in a decision. and propose solutions to resolve these conflicts.
N. Describe the key elements of successfully managing a sales force.

V.CONTENTS
A. The business environment in the context of selling

I. Where selling fits in the organization
2. Sales management roles and responsibilities
3. Sales performance. change and learning
4. How sales organizations can support ethical practices

B. Principles of customer lifetime value
I. The role of sales people in developing lifetime customers
2. Building blocks of lifetime customers
3. Customer retention programs

C. Market analysis
I. Principles of market segmentation
2. Fundamentals of competitive analysis

D. The process of motivation and need arousal
I. Expressed needs versus hidden needs and wants
2. Elements of customer value
3. Models of human motivation. including Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs

E. Strategies to identify acrnal prospects
I. Networking to identify prospects through personal connections
2. Online prospecting techniques such as social networking. email marketing
3. Omine prospecting techniques such as cold-calling and direct mail
4. Privacy. spam and other ethical considerations

F. Getting a prospect's attention
1. The "elevator pitch"
2. Writing letters to top executives
3. Conversation openers

G. Skilled questioning
I. Uncovering hidden needs and wants
2. Types of questions
3. Techniques to improve listening skills

H. Verbal and non-verbal communication
I. Building rapport
2. Identifying facial expressions and body language
3. Responding appropriately to prospect's verbal and non-verbal cues

I. Matching product features and benefits with buyers' wants and needs
I. Components of a sales presentation
2. Establishing empathy and trust
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3. Detennining components of prospect value
J. Objection handling

1. ClassifYing objections
2. Responding to objections in a constructive way

K. Closing techniques and their application in a selling situation
1. Building wants to motivate prospects to make a purchase
2. Increasing the urgency of a purchase for a prospect
3. Leading a prospect through his/her decision-making process

L. Business buying situations
I. Major account selling
2. Partnership selling
3. Major account management
4. Organizational behavior in purchasing centers
5. Bribery and other legal issues in large account selling

M. Ethical problems
1. Potential ethical conflicts and outcomes
2. Classification of moral types and decision-makers
3. The balance among corporate, personal and customer interests

N. Managing a sales force
I. Sales organization types
2. Goal setting
3. Compensation structures
4. Motivational theories
5. Team building approaches

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

I. In-class assignments
a. Group discussions of case studies, such as comparing and contrasting selling

approaches, and explaining how successful salespeople used customer insight to
change their customer interactions

b. Role-plays, such as proposing a strategy to quickly and confidently get the attention
and interest of a prospect by crafting a 30-second elevator pitch

2. Out-of-class assignments
a. Written one-page papers on topics such as integration of the "classification of moral

types" by describing how a particular person the student knows, or has read about,
embodies this description in selling ethically or unethically

b. Group projects, such as preparing a comprehensive written selling plan which
analyzes the business environment and target market, proposes a lead generation
program, addresses any ethical concerns, and constructs appropriate responses to
typical buyer questions according to their buying role

B. Evaluation
I. Exams on such topics as fonnulating a selling strategy using the concepts of buyer

roles, social styles, objection handling and closing techniques
2. One-page write-ups as described in Section VLA.2.a using at least one key tenn from

the text to explain an actual selling situation or recent news article
3. Eight-to-ten page selling plan, as described in Section VLA.2.b, applying key concepts
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from the text to create a selling plan for a real or imagined business
C. Textbooks and Other Instructional Materials

1. Selling ASAP. Eli Jones. Thomson South-Western, Mason, Ohio, 2005
2. Business publications such as the Wall Street Journal and Fortune

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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